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Complete bounded structures and spectral theory.
A set S> of subsets of a set E is called a bounded structure on E, when % contains singletons, and all subsets of finite unions of its elements, which are then called bounded sets. When E is a vector space, an absolutely convex subset B is completant if the semi-norm induced by B on the vector subspace EB spanned by B in E, turns EB into a Banach space. A 6-space is a vector space equipped with a bounded structure which is compatible with the vector space operations, and such that each bounded set is contained in a completant bounded set. A fc-space E is in a natural way a filtrating union of the Banach spaces EB (B bounded completant), a subset of E being bounded if and only if it is contained and bounded in one of the Banach spaces EB. A fc-subspace F of the 6-space E is a vector subspace equipped with the bounded structure of a 6-space, such that all bounded sets in F are bounded in E (a set which is bounded in E and contained in F need not be bounded in F). More about fc-spaces, and in particular their relation to topological structures, can be found in [1] and [17] .
A 6-algebra A is a 6-space equipped with a bounded multiplication: B.B' is bounded whenever B and B' are. A fe-subalgebra of a fc-algebra A is a fc-subspace of A which is also a fe-algebra; a fc-ideal a in a commutative 6-algebra A is a 6-subspace of A which is an ideal and such that the product of a bounded set in a and a bounded set in A is bounded in a. All fc-algebras encountered here will be commutative and have a unit: we are going to consider only 6-algebras of holomorphic functions with bounded growth, which occur in the holomorphic functional calculus for 6-algebras with unit.
The growth condition is given by weight functions 8, which will always be lower semi-continuous bounded nonnegative functions of the space C" of n complex variables. Special such 8 are the functions . When E is a &-space, S(8, E) is the 6-space of all E-valued functions u on fi, the open set where 8 does not vanish, for which there exists a positive integer N such that {u^S^)^ e £1} is bounded in E; a subset B of S(8, E) is bounded if for some N, {u{s) ^^[s e D, u e B} is bounded in E. If E is a fc-algebra, S(8, E) also is. In particular, S(8) == S(8, C) is a fc-algebra. We say that 8 and 8' are equivalent if a positive real number e and a positive integer N can be found such that 8 ^ 28^, 8' ^ 58Ê quivalent weight functions give the same algebras. 0(8) is the subset of holomorphic elements of 6 (8) . It is a fe-subalgebra with the induced structure. If 8 is Lipschitz, equivalent to a function decreasing more rapidly than 80 at infinity and equivalent to a function whose logarithm is plurisuperharmonic, these algebras coincide with the algebras Ap (p == -log 8) considered in [12] and [13] (see [6, p. 16] or [10] ).
All polynomials, and in particular the coordinate functions Zi belong to 0(8) if and only if 8 is equivalent to a function which is smaller than 80. If this is the case, we can find, for all p, 1 ^ p < oo, nonnegative constants N' and K such that for all measurable functions f in 13 (8) : H/^l, ^ KOTL if the right hand side makes sense, and the nonnegative constants N' and K only depend on the constants in the equivalence, p and the dimension n (Apply Holder's inequality). When 8 is a Lipschitz function, this means satisfying a Lipschitz condition of order 1 with constant 1, we can find a constant Mp such that for all f in 0(8) :
if the right hand side makes sense. This is a standard application of the Cauchy integral formula on suitably chosen polydiscs and an application of the Holder inequality. The same argument proves that a complex derivation D*, k === (/Ci, ...,/(•") is a bounded mapping from 0(8) into itself (see for instance [3] ).
Given k elements a^, . . ., a^ in a commutative 6-algebra A with unit 1, and a fc-ideal a in A, we say that a nonnegative function 8 on C k is spectral for Oi, ...,a^ in A modulo a, or belongs to the spectrum A(ai, ...,0^$ A|a) if we have a decomposition
where s == (s^ ..., ^) is the variable m C^, the Uo, Ui, ...,u^ are A-valued functions on C^ belonging to ©(80, A), and y is an a-valued function on C k belonging to t5(8o, a). This notion of spectrum generalises in some sense the joint spectrum of elements in a commutative Banach algebra with unit, and has been studied in [14] , [15] and [16] . We recall that the spectrum is an ideal in the lattice of nonnegative functions, which possesses a base consisting of Lipschitz functions and which does not contain the function identically zero. This last result generalises in some sense the result which says that the joint spectrum of some elements in a commutative Banach algebra with unit is never empty. The holomorphic functional calculus states that if 8 is a nonnegative bounded Lipschitz function on C^ which decreases more rapidly than 80 at infinity, and which belongs to A(a^, . . .,a/,; A|a), then we can find a bounded homomorphism of algebras sending 0(8) into A, defined modulo a, sending 1 onto 1 and the I th coordinate projection onto aT he problem consists in finding spectral functions. We will solve this in the case of the algebras 0(8), for suitable 8.
Spectrum of the coordinate projections.
In this section, we prove the following Proof. -In the proof, we use the notations of [12] . When 8 is any nonnegative function on C", and ( and r are nonnegative integers, 14 (8) is the set of all systems h == {Ai}, antisymmetric in the indices I, where for each I, index set of length ( containing numbers ij in {0, ...,M}, Ai is a differential form of order (0, r) on Q, with C°° coefficients, and such that for some positive integer N : kMI (Ws'^ < M on C" X ^/. For fixed s in C", it is easy to find a system of functions eh{s) = {oh^s), . . ., ^{s)) in L^ (8), such that P, oh(s, z) = 1 :
we can /ind a system h(s) m L^+^S) and in the domain of S, such that P^h(s) == g(s).
Such a system is given bŷ
where |PJ 2 = S 2 {s) + S 1^ ~~ ^l 2 -Thls solution is in general i not unique, and by a double induction on the integers t and r, we are going to improve the oh{s) obtained in the lemma such that it becomes analytic and satisfies the required estimate.
Increasing induction. -For fixed s in C", we first construct by induction on k some systems of differential forms kh{s) in L^S), which satisfy P^/iQ?) ==Jb^h(s) : suppose we already have o^---?/c-i^; s^ce ^ k-ih(s) == 0 and
we can apply the lemma to obtain ,,h{s) in L^^S) with &^/i(5) in L^ (8) . This construction gives coefficients of the monomials in ^( s } which are a constant multiple of
where the p,, q, and y are nonnegative integers satisfying:
Indeed, we already know this is the case for oA(^); we suppose it is true for ^h{s). The derivation o gives two kinds of coefficients : ^ times the same coefficient with q. replaced by q^ -1 (or 0.|PJ~2T if ^ == Q), or -1 times the same coefficient with pj replaced by pi+1 and y by T + 1. Application of the lemma multiplies these expressions by ± 8(5)|PJ~2 or ±^ (^ -^)1PJ~2. So y increases at most by 2, while po remains constant or increases. Since 8 is Lipschitz, we can estimate the obtained coefficients : when
So the absolute value of each coefficient in Ji is dominated
his estimate does not depend on s.
Decreasing induction. -Next we remark that 14(8) c: L;^), with bounded identity mapping. In these spaces the following lemma (Lemma 4 in [12] , obtained from theorem 2.2 1' in [11] ) is valid: This system u satisfies:
We now have to estimate u. Since 5 is equivalent to a function which is smaller than &o, we can replace the L°°e stimate (i) on ^h{s) by an L and the same holds with 8" replaced by 8', which is Lipschitz, and therefore we can find positive integers N" and M" such that for all i, 0 ^ i ^ n:
which is the required estimate. This ends the proof of theorem 1.
Remark 1. -The constants arising in the proof and in the final estimate a,re universal, i.e. they only depend on the dimension n and the constants occuring in the equivalence (and on the Lipschitz constants, but we put those equal to one), but do not depend on the systems obtained in the induction.
Remark 2. -In fact, we have obtained that for all i, 1 ^ i ^ k : u, belongs to S(8o, A'), Where A' is the fc-subalgebra of 0(8') generated by the set B' of functions f such that \f\^" ^ 1 (where N" is chosen as in formula (3) What we really show is that, if -log 8^ is plurisubharmonic, 8 Lipschitz and 8^ ^ 8, then a function 81 exists, which is Lipschitz, plurisubharmonic, and such that 8^ -s. 5^ ^
°1 ^ -o--
Proof. -Let first 8^ be any lower semi-continuous function with 0,^ == {8
A > 0} pseudoconvex and with -log 8p lurisubharmonic on Q'\ The set Qi of the couples (w, z) in tl^xC such that [w^" 1^) < 1, is pseudoconvex; the restriction 8^ of the distance function 8^ to Q.^ is smaller or equal than 8^, and -log 8^ is plurisubharmonic. Moreover
Let now S^ be the smallest function larger than 8, with -log 8^ plurisubharmonic on t2. We have 
A « Nullstellensatz » for bounded families in 0(8).
The following theorem generalises the result of J. J. Kelleher and B. A. Taylor [13] to bounded families (/x)xeA °f functions f^ in 0(8), A being an arbitrary index set. Proof. -We first prove the following lemma [18] , using the existence of spectral functions in its first part, and the fact that the zero function does not belong to the spectrum. We let A be the 6-algebra 0(8)^ of systems in 0(8), indexed by A and bounded in 0(8), and a its fc-ideal generated by the systems (fn), ...,{f^). We know that 8 belongs to the spectrum of the coordinate functions in 0(8), therefore 8 belongs to the spectrum of the coordinate functions in A and a fortiori in the bigger algebra 0(8, ® 8,)^. defined by the weight function 8, ® S, on C" X C", which is 8 on the first n complex variables s, and which is 8 on the last n complex variables z. We apply the holomorphic functional calculus modulo the 6-ideal y generated by Zi -Si, . . ., z,, -;?" in 0(8, ® 8,,)^, to obtain: (^A? which is contained in the ideal generated by the same systems in the bigger algebra ®(8^ A). Combining these results, one finds out that (gx)^) belongs to the sum of S(8,, a) and the ideal generated by ^ -s^ . . ., z^ -sî n ® (8,, A) . By the lemma, we can find a positive integer m such that (g^) e a.
The coefficients are in A and thus bounded uniformly with respect to X. By this method of proof, we do not obtain an estimate on the number m, as in [13] .
6. The spectrum "with respect to a closure; approximation.
In this section we do not give complete results, but only a summary of approximation theorems for algebras 0(8) which have been obtained using theorem 1 and the holomorphic functional calculus. Ferrier defines the « closure » F of a subspace F in a &-space E as the union of closures of the subspaces F n EB of the Banach spaces Ea, B bounded completant set in E, the union being equipped with its natural bounded structure. Elements of F « approximate » the elements in E if F = E. __ In particular, one can consider the closure 0(8') of 0(8') in 0(8), when 8 and 8' are nonnegative bounded Lipschitz functions on C", such that 8 < 8' < 80 up to equivalence and Q' == {8' > 0} is pseudoconvex. The spectrum of the coordinate functions with respect to 0(8') has been characterised in [5] : Its proof uses theorem 1 and a fundamental lemma by Waelbroeck [14, p. 69] , [16, p. 314 ].
If 9 is a bounded nonnegative Lipschitz function, <p ^ 8' and v belongs to A(zi,...,^; 0(8')), the holomorphic functional calculus defines a morphism 0(<p)->0 (8') which has to be the identity since it sends 1 onto 1 and the ô nto the ^ : 0(<p) == Q(8 7 ). In particular: Such approximation results in one dimension were obtained by J.-P. Ferrier (see [6] ). He has generalised these approximation theorems to several dimensions in [7] , [8] . In these papers, he uses a double induction similar to the one in the proof of theorem 1 to obtain a uniform decomposition of functions in certain sets in 0(8') which are bounded in 0(8); this in turn gives that 8 is spectral with respect to 0(8') and the holomorphic functional calculus applies. In [8, appendix 1] he mentions a way to avoid the rather cumbersome induction by using theorem 1 and the holomorphic functional calculus modulo the ideal generated by z-^ -s^ . . ., z^ -s^ as we did in the proof of the « Nullstellensatz ». These computations can be found in [3] . A more elegant proof, which uses only theorem 1 and the fundamental lemma of Waelbroeck, is in [9] . In this paper, Ferrier generalises his approximation results to inductive systems of algebras 0(8); this covers some wellknown classical results on holomorphic approximation. The lectures [10] form a nice survey of applications of spectral theory and the holomorphic functional calculus to algebras 0(8).
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